Robot acquiring skill is a process similar to human skill learning. Reinforcement learning (RL) is an on-line actor critic method for a robot to develop its skill. The reinforcement function has become the critical component for its effect of evaluating the action and guiding the learning process. We present an augmented reward function that provides a new way for RL controller to incorporate prior knowledge and experience into the RL controller. Also, the difference form of augmented reward function is considered carefully. The additional reward beyond conventional reward will provide more heuristic information for RL. In this paper, we present a strategy for the task of complex skill learning. Automatic robot shaping policy is to dissolve the complex skill into a hierarchical learning process. The new form of value function is introduced to attain smooth motion switching swiftly. We present a formal, but practical, framework for robot skill learning and also illustrate with an example the utility of method for learning skilled robot control on line.
INTRODUCTION
Robots have been used successfully in manufacturing settings, where the environment is very structured and the tasks performed are repetitive and relatively simple. The research is inspired by the vision of robots moving beyond the structured, controlled settings, and still performing successftilly robot behavior to accomplish complex tasks. Therefore learning methods are being incorporated into controllers for such system, thereby providing the adaptability necessary to meet the performance demands of task. When human perform a task, their actions reflect the skill associated with that task. Human has the ability to apply past knowledge and experience in performing given tasks, which called human skill. The operators cannot completely describe their skill, but can demonstrate it. The skill is gained and incrementally improved through learning and practicing. Following the principle of human skill learning, robot performing a task in an unstructured and complex environment is mainly to make it acquire the skill associated with that task.
Real time learning is essential for robot to work in unstructured settings. Reinforcement learning (RL) is on-line actor critic method in machine learning and artificial intelligence [13j• The reinforcement learning paradigm aims at mimicking the animal behavior derived from its interaction with the world during a goal search. A robot learns how to operate in the environment by receiving a reinforcement signal that indicates the utility of its action to reach the goal.
RL is an attractive solution for developing robot skills because it does not require a model of the environment, nor does it require the designer to specify the exact behavior of the robot in every situation that may occur [4, 5] The interaction of a robot with the environment is its major source of acquiring skill. This is distinct from a supervised learning approach where selected input-output data set is used to train a learner. Another nice feature of the reinforcement learning approach is that all non-linearity like bandwidth limitation of the actuators, torque limitation, etc.
are encapsulated from the viewpoint of the learner. In recent years, RL not only attracts a lot of researcher in psychology but also in computer science, control engineering and operation research. In computer science, lots of research work had been done on the theory, algorithms and application of reinforcement learning. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the related theory of reinforcement learning method, and an augmented form of reward function is given in section 3. From section 4 to 5, we present the ideas of implementing other elements of the framework for acquiring complex skill in detail. Section 6 and 7 provide an example to test the idea and result is given.
REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Many RL algorithms estimate value functions, which are defined with respect to policies and reflect the expected value ofthe return. The action-value function ofpolicy represents the expected discounted return obtained when starting from state s, taking action a, and henceforth following Vs S,a u A , 'r : Q"(s,a) = E{yk,+k+l s,
The optimal action-value function is Q* (s, a) = max, Q" (s, a), Vs S, a A.
An optimal policy is one for which this maximum is attained. If the optimal action-value function is learned, then an optimal policy can be implicitly derived as a greedy one with respect to that value function.
Most RL algorithms iteratively improve estimates of value functions based on samples of transitions obtained online. For example, at each time step t, the typical tabular learning algorithm updates the value of the current state-action pair(st, a) based on the observed reward rt+i and the next state-action pair(s1+1,a'), as:
The aim of the learning system is to improve the controller so as to maximize some function of the reinforcement, e.g., its instantaneous reward, or the expected sum of its rewards, or its average. There are a few key concerns when applying reinforcement learning in robot settings: first, RL can be very slow in large domains; and second, RL may be made distracted from whatever it really should be trying to do when robot is learning complex skill.
AUGMENTED FORM OF REWARD FUNCTION
Design of reinforcement functions is not often discussed, although it is perhaps the most difficult aspect of setting up an RL system [6, 7] In this paper we propose a method for accelerated learning by extending and structuring reward functions to take advantage of domain knowledge and experience.
Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) are a standard, general formalism for modeling stochastic, sequential decision problems. Reward functions are typically written R: S X A R, with R(s, a) being the reward received upon taking action a in state s. We introduce a more general form, R: S X A X S R, with R(s,a,s') being the reward received upon taking action a in state s and transitioning to state s'. R '= R+Fis the form of augmented reward function we adopt [8] R is the conventional reward, which is always the type of sparse reward function. Sparse reward functions are always zero everywhere, except for a few places. For example, for an obstacle avoidance task, the robot might get a reward of 1 for reaching the goal, and -1 for hitting an obstacle. In theory, this is all that is necessary for the robot to learn the optimal policy. However, using a sparse reward function, and without some prior knowledge of the environment, the learning system is almost certainly doomed to fail.
F is supplying additional rewards to a learning robot to guide its learning process, beyond those supplied by the underlying MDPs. To speed up learning, we provided positive rewards whenever the robot made progress towards the goal. To encourage moving towards a goal, the additional reward function F(s,a,s')=r may be some positive reward whenever s' is closer (in whatever appropriate sense) to the goal than s, and F(s,a,s')=O otherwise. Figure 1 shows a new architecture ofRL-based skill learning system with receiving additional reward.
The augmented reward often seeks to improve the performance by providing more immediate heuristic feedback to accelerate RL process. To encourage taking action a1 in some set of states S, we set F(s,a,s')=r whenever a=a1, s ES0, and F(s,a,s')=O, otherwise. This provides a new way to incorporate prior knowledge and experience into the learning process for RL controller. For instance, we assume a production rule is:
If SE S, then aa1, Fr. F(s,a,s')= Yd(s')-cD(s) (6) Where rD (s) is the potential function with variables of state s. For instance, the relative distance between the current state s to goal state Sg may be one of potential functions. We have also proved that the convergence property of Q-value iteration has not been changed, though a more general form of reward function is adopted.
FUNCTION APPROXIMATOR OF CMAC
RL has proven quite successful in handling large, realistic domains, by using function approximation techniques.
However, RL algorithms using function approximation (FA) are still facing the embarrassment oflimited generalization capability and slow convergence.
A major milestone in the course of RL development has been the proposal of neural-based implementations, which reduced learning time and memory requirements to realistic values, allowing true RL applications [b0]• In MDPs with large or continuous state spaces, value functions can be represented by function approximators. In this paper, the robot uses Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller (CMAC) neural network to approximate the Q-values for each action. The CMAC was proposed by Albus (1975) as a model ofthe information processing activities within the cerebellum. A CMAC has the advantage ofhaving not only local generalization, but also being low in computation.
We adopt the coarse-coding structure where each point in input space excites a set of locally-tuned, overlapping and offset receptive fields in each dimension of the input vector. These receptive fields are defined by quantizing functions which operate on the input values. Hashing is used for reducing the storage requirement for the weights, whereby their locations are mapped into a smaller amount of physical memory, i.e., perform a mapping from the A set of weights to the A set ofphysical memory locations.
CMAC requires defining the interval of discretization of the state space. Several quantizing functions in each input dimension are adopted. Our idea is: the closer to the goal, the higher resolution discretization of state space is adopted. The objective of this method is to make search to jump out of non-goal domain and reach the optimum swiftly. By utilizing multi-resolution quantizing coding in the continuous state space, the value functions of MDPs are approximated with variable resolutions so that the generalization ability of the CMAC-based RL controller can be improved and the search efficiency increases. All theses ideas help much to achieve real time control.
AUTOMATIC ROBOT SHAPING
Complex and uncertainty in modern robots and other autonomous systems make it difficult to design controllers for such systems that can achieve desired level of precision and robustness. A difficulty with reinforcement learning in complex tasks is that performance may converge slowly, or not at all. The problem is aggravated when only occasional (sparse) reinforcement is provided.
Shaping is a term used in behavior psychology to describe a process in which an animal is trained to perform a complex behavior in stages [h1]• The animal is first trained to perform a very simple task, and is then retrained to perform similar, although slightly more difficult, tasks in gradual degrees until the desired behavior is attained. A skill developmental process is also an open-ended cumulative process: A robot cannot learn complex skills successfully without first learning necessary simpler skills, e.g., without learning how to hold a pen, the robot will not be able to learn how to write. The strategy for complex skill learning follows the principle of divide-and-conquer in which a difficult problem is broken into several smaller and easier-to-solve sub-problems. Automatic robot shaping is introduced into the form ofvaluation function as:
val(s,a)=W1*Q(s,a)+W2*oldQ(s,a) (7) Where W1 and W2 are weights that represent the amount of consideration that should be given to each value. Q(s, a) represents the current Q-value of state s and action a, and oldQ(s,a) represents the Q-values learned in the primary task. W2 should gradually decay to a small digital so that the subsequent policy is based mainly on the new Q-values. An elementary skill needs to be learned to solve each elementary task. This ensures that the robot will eventually learn the complex skill. The robot must be able to switch task swiftly when it find the situation appropriate. So the weights must be designed to satisfaction of the requirement above mentioned.
The element skill k may switch from one to another very slowly in order to achieve k* steadily. However, such a slow sequential composite learning cannot be desirable. To speed up the learning, the criterion should be modified. With the criterion, next motion begins without waiting for the completion of the previous motion to attain optimum. This is effective not only for the speed-up but also for smooth motion switching. The resultant behavior is smooth and speedy, i.e., dexterous.
APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION
Our learning task is to learn to balance bicycle and reach target [121• Learning to ride a bicycle means to stay upright while on bicycle and then go to a goal. At each time step the robot receives information about the state of the bicycle, the angle and angular velocity of the handle bars, the angle, angular velocity and acceleration of the angle from the bicycle to vertical. The robot chooses two basic actions. What torque should be applied to the handlebars, T e {-2N,ON,+2N} , and how much the centre of mass should be displaced from the bicycle's plan, d a {-2cm,Ocm,+2cm} -a total of 9 possible actions. Noise is laid on the choice of displacement, to simulate an imperfect balance, d=drobots choice+m*P, where p is a random number within [-1,+1] and m is the noise level measured in centimeters. We use m =2cm. The bicycle starts out at the original heading west. The goal is a circular spot (10 meter radius) positioned 1000 meters to the north of the starting point. shows the route of riding bicycle to goal started from scratch.
The requirement to approach the goal makes the task even harder, since the balancing and the goal-aiming are to be performed simultaneously. We argue that by decomposing the task into sub-tasks and task level, the overall rate of learning is increased compared to monolithic learners.
In the first experiments, the robot should first learn to keep bicycle from falling, and it was rewarded for riding to the goal but was not punished for riding away from it then. The robot learned to ride in tiny circles near the start state because no penalty was incurred for riding away from the goal with explicitly considering only finite-state domains. After robots have acquired the skill of balance, the loss of balance will be penalized. The dynamic criterion of actor critic offers more freedom for learning system acquiring more heuristic information in different stages of learning than stationary criterion. Though it is still wandering around the optimum, bicycle is much closer to shortest path than results before.
CONCLUSIONS
Q learning algorithm based on the CMAC approximator is applied to learn the parameter of the bicycle control strategy.
In particular, variable resolution discretization of input space not only improves the generalization ability of CMAC but also saves much search time. Automatic robot shaping is mainly to solve the complexity of learning. The augmented reward function offers immediate feedback information for improving the learning process. While augmented reward functions usually provide for quicker learning, problems include the possibility of local maxima and/or global maxima that do not correspond with optimal performance. Robots using local heuristic reward for training may not be able to optimize performance of the overall system. So the weight of heuristic information must be considered carefully.
All these ideas are implemented in the simulation on the robot learning control of bicycle. Simulation result shows the efficiency in complex skill learning. Though we only presented the simulation result for bicycle riding skill, the algorithm had also been shown to be applicable for other skills.
